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wont boot dr_willis: not in the package manager. just on the download site touboobie: if it does it should get you to the GUI Hi andy_: so you have no swap partition. so the system cant hibernate properly I dont have a swap partition psyklown, do you have more than one pc connected to internet with the same modem? hib is off how do I fix it? yes you need a swap partition andy_: thats the trick to fixing it !swap swap is used to move
unused programs and data out of main memory to make your system faster. It can also be used as extra memory if you don't have enough. See for more info btw, i dont have it on my comp andy_, sounds like you have a temp issue. how can i turn off the caps lock? ok psyklown, which method are you using? no temp issues I have a temp issue! it says I need to recompile my kernel! how do I recompile my kernel? andy_, with ubuntu-tweak

you can specify the kernel and command line for kernel compile i tried the one on ubuntu.com and a driver that came up in the repository I'm going to go away because I'm sleepy. Goodnight or good morning everyone andy_, why not just upgrade to 12.10 andy_: sounds like you have a serious temp issue I have 8gb of ram and it is not slow andy_, why not upgrade? baz
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Far Cry 4 Black Screen Fix Dual Core CPU FIX UnresponsiveSubscribe!!! Fix black screen in Cry 4 (PC) (100% working). 178,387 views.
178 thousand views. May 9, 2015 Actually I can fix it in the game, but the problem is that I can't write "fix black screen in Cry 4 (PC)" . I
don't want to write "black window Cry 4 (PC)" because I'm still looking for ways to fix black screen in Cry 4. fffad4f19a
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